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MDS: Your iced-tea glasses do double-duty in the kitchen and craft room,
huh?

EKS: Oh dear, can you tell?

MDS: Yes. Unless on some days you're wearing green lipstick-

EKS: I'm sorry, yes, I'm afraid they do-

MDS: No worries. But on to other subjects .... I've been thinking a lot
about chronic pain as my neck has been taking worse turns since we last
chatted, and I'd be interested to hear your thoughts on how pain makes one
feel like both more and less of a person. As though one no longer defini-
tively inhabited any category. Superembodied and disembodied, merely
cerebral and achingly real.

EKS: I'm trying to remember. I'm not having neck pain these days. But I'm
sure you remember, it was just awful a couple of years ago. I classify pain in
two categories, I mean among all the other ways in which pain might be
classified. One category is things like headache and nausea, where you feel
as though there's just a badness at the heart of you. It's totally identity-
implicating.

The other category involves a soreness, it can even be very painful, in
some distinct part of your body.Your toe hurts or your hip or elbow hurts-
it's really painful but it's not actually you. To me, most kinds of sharp pain are
like that.You may even have to just give in and inhabit them, because it's too
distracting to do anything else, but they don't involve your sense of yourself.
If I'm remembering right, my neck pain was the latter kind, but it sounds
like you're-

MDS: It's definitely the former. It feels constitutive. It feels like a message
that I've written to myself.
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EKS: I'm so sorry. That kind of pain is so wearing.

MDS: Just in terms of occupying bodies that are differently decommissioned,
or from other persons' vantages are decommissioned, it seems like something
we perhaps share?

EKS: We share having to think about it a lot, and having to disassemble and
reassemble our senses of self. It's something I think of as part of being grown

up, life isn't beer and skittles. It's not all about arranging for your comfort. And
so, what then? I've been trying to be the person who's already learned that,
who can get over being shocked and indignant.

MDS: And the trope of surviving-and also becoming, not a just trope, but
a repertoire and vocabulary for other forms of surviving. For instance, one
of the weird things about my skinniness is I think, sometimes, that people
look at me and see someone with HIV, and I feel as though on the street I
might signify on some level an unhealthy gay body which inevitably spurs
a limited conceptual constellation.

EKS: Well, to me you don't.Your skin is so radiant that you don't look like
somebody who's ill.

lADS: Moisturizers.

EKS: But I know what you mean.Whereas I radiate health.

MDS: Literally-

EKS: Which is great. But it doesn't always reflect how one feels.

I have trouble figuring out-not that I brood a lot over this-but I don't have

a stable sense of whether I am a very healthy person who just happens to have
a fatal disease. Or, whether I'm a dying person. The thing is, sadly I never
thought of myself as a healthy person before I was diagnosed with cancer: in
the culture I grew up in, a fat body is a sick body. It's absurdly pathologized.
Oh, and, footnote or parenthesis: obesity epidemic. Suddenly, everybody's huge.
I'm not talking about the discourse of the obesity epidemic-

MDS: Did you read the article in the New York Times that claimed obesity
was contagious?
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EKS: Yeah. That was pretty obscene.

MDS: It was incredible, right?

EKS: But it's true that somehow everybody suddenly seems to be large,
and-the viciousness of the rhetoric aside-I actually find that quite a relief.
Somehow I used to feel much more alone in my size, much queerer and
more self-conscious.

MDS: The world felt skinnier to you?

EKS: Yeah. Somehow the fiction that everybody else was thin took root,
somewhere in me. It's liberating, getting to notice that that is totally not true,
that there are loads of people who are as fat as I am and even way fatter.
What's so striking is that they're my age and older: It hasn't happened
overnight. They've always been there (we've always been there).

MDS: It's interesting to think of the generosities of an epidemic. Like epi-
demic as a misnomer for being able to see more versions of one's self in the
world-

EKS: That's made a difference for me. But also, having metastatic cancer has
made a big difference. Having a named disease that's genuinely serious; I don't
have to be skeptical about the rhetoric of that. I've always been awfully
skeptical of the rhetoric about the health dangers of being fat. (Hate to call
it "obesity" when "fat" is such a wonderfully expressive word.) Anyway,
there are lots of things to be skeptical about concerning cancer and cancer
treatments, but it seems incontestable that it is an illness-whatever your
working definition of pathology might be.

MDS: It's strange having to reconcile oneself with the rhetoric of some
things being illnesses that actually aren't, and the ones that are illnesses but
actually end up feeling less so. Like if you're the one fat person on the side-
walk or on the bus that feels terrible, but one doesn't necessarily know who
has or doesn't have cancer, and so many people who have cancer don't know
they have cancer.

EKS: Well, there's that, too. Or will have cancer.

MDS: And yet it seems that the person who has cancer is likewise beloved
or somehow cared for, culturally.
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EKS: Although I'm old enough to remember the moment when obituaries
first started saying that people died of cancer.

MDS: What would it say before?

EKS: It wouldn't say; cancer was actually very stigmatized. There were only
euphemisms, like "died after a long illness." Cancer was the Thing never
mentioned. But then when HIV came along, quite suddenly people started
claiming with great insistence that their loved ones had died of cancer.
Then it was people who had really died of AIDS for whom a cause of death
wasn't given.

And then there was a really interesting shift. (You can tell I was spending too
much time with the obituaries in the New York Times.) It occurred just when
Jim Henson died, in 1990. As I said, this shift had already happened where
people did officially die of cancer, but nobody died of AIDS. They just died
after long illnesses.Very occasionally, for ethical and political reasons, some-
body's family or partner would give the true cause of death-especially in the
paid obits. But in the editorial ones, that was never said-not in the author-
itative voice of the Times, in the way other causes of death were reported.

But then when Jim Henson died, there were a lot of rumors that the cause
had been AIDS. (Because he did die of pneumonia, as a result of something
like toxic shock syndrome, but at that time pneumonia in somebody young
would be taken to signify that he was immunosuppressed.) Somebody at the
Times must have been skeptical about the toxic shock syndrome story. That,
or they just belatedly started to worry about the number of lies about the
cause of death that they'd been publishing as truths-for almost a decade.

In their editorial obituaries they started to say all of a sudden-as a pol-
icy-according to whom a particular illness had been the cause of death. They
started routinely attributing this very charged information: "according to
spokespeople for the family." Or "according to X's brother." Sort of writing
into the obituary form that illness is something that you could...

MDS: Something subjective and malleable.

EKS: Yes, or that it's political, something that different people have differ-
ing interests in. Something that someone might do detective work on.
Acknowledging that a report might stimulate your curiosity more than
satisfy it.

MDS: And the people who state the cause of death would seldom be
doctors?
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EKS:... And then you're immediately thinking, what reason would this family
member have for saying it was this rather than that? Because in the Henson case,
it mattered quite a lot. I think they were in the middle of negotiating some-
thing with the Disney people, so it would've been damaging if he had died
of AIDS. But anyway, how did we get on to that?

MDS: I don't know, a long parenthetical?

EKS: I'm old enough to remember. That's becoming one of my favorite locutions.

MDS: It sounds like Winnicott, the old-enough mother, or something. But

in terms of psychoanalysis-I was thinking while I was reading the Klein
book that you mention in your recent article in South Atlantic Quarterly,

about how loving psychoanalysis can be in its sustaining of multiple versions

of oneself all the time. I don't think I'd ever thought about it in those terms.

It's not just that we are always the children that we were, but that that child,
domineering though she might be, is in conversation with all these other
versions of that person, or versions of people who aren't that person, and it's
interesting in the midst of so many arguments for a kind of impersonality or
giving up on the idea of a person, that in the midst of it, there could be this
whole body of work about the opposite-about the proliferation of persons
where they ought not be, or even to use critical palaver, a proliferation of
subjects.

EKS: Sure. But are those things really in opposition to each other? I like the
notion of all these subjects in conversation and paying attention to each other.
But it seems as though one of the benefits of that (here I'm being Buddhistic)
is that one gets a sense of a space-the space in which that happens-but
also a space that isn't identical with any one of those positions, or people.
Subjects. Subjectivities.

MDS: What do you mean by space?

EKS: Well, it's what the Buddhists call the sky-like nature of mind, where

clouds can scoot across it, but it still remains just the sky. When your mind
is occupied in conversations among bits of you, where is the conversation

happening? What's there when the conversation runs out of steam? There's
a there that contains these occurrences, but it's also an emptiness that isn't
constituted by any of the parties to the conversation. There's, to me, some-
thing extraordinarily relieving and kind of exciting about that. About the

sense of a spaciousness, of internal spaciousness. It's sort of not a person, and
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it's sort of a lot of people, but you can also think of it as pure potential-
what it's like just to be.

MDS: One wouldn't have to choose, then, and that's helpful. I think, if not
of past conversations with you, then of a talk you gave on Buddhism at Johns
Hopkins several years ago, which ended up in Touching Feeling. And I was
left, erroneously, feeling like I had to choose. I was in the midst of writing
this book on recuperating something like a person, and then feeling drawn
toward the Buddhist reprieve of spaciousness, and I felt torn. I didn't know
how to sort of hold on to one and the other. I felt like I had to let go of one.
I had to either give up persons and choose a sort of nullifying but peaceful
generosity, or give up on the possibility of that peace for the sake of vouch-
safing persons, and just now in talking with you, I feel this relief in thinking
it doesn't have to be a choice. That living would always be a negotiation, not
just between the people, but between the people and the spaces. The spaces
and the spaces.

EKS: Going back to the Heart Sutra: form is emptiness, emptiness form.
One of the most basic formulations of Mahayana Buddhism. Now figuring
out what it means is something else.

MDS: But holding it as something to ponder, as both a challenge and a
reminder, especially in the context of queer theory it seems so important.

EKS: How's that?

MDS: Not to recapitulate arguments that have already occurred. Not
between us. Because we're not argumentative. But I think of Lee Edelman's
Death Drive. I think of Leo Bersani's formulation of self shattering, which
has surfaced throughout his work in permutations. Even myriad misread-
ings of Foucault, which would imagine a kind of giving up subjectivity
insofar as it's already corroded by the taxonomies and procedures that have
produced it. So much of queer theory, as practiced, feels attached to a kind
of pernicious and ungenerous version of choosing space as opposed to
choosing persons. Or if one imagines it as nullity, different tints of nullity,
if space is one version, the loss of the self, which seems so crucial to so
many queer theoretical projects, seems like another. Whereas, to go back to
the idea that one, not just that one must, but less tyrannically, one could hold
on to the person and the space, would mean that one wouldn't have to
choose, say, the strong theory of the death drive.
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EKS: I don't think it makes sense even to talk about choosing that. You

choose the theory, but you're living a situation. I just think the situation is
one where form and emptiness are always taking each other's place.

MDS: It seems related maybe to confusions I've had not just in terms of
queer theory, but in terms of theory more generally around the word "fig-
uration," like when Edelman says that queers must figure the death drive, I
always wonder what work "figure" is being asked to do.

EKS: Go figure.

MDS: Yeah, go figure is right. Because it seems almost putting the word

"is," or some verb of being, in scare quotes, because we know nothing really
is anymore insofar as everything is textual.Then figuring would be the new

being, like pink is the new black. But the word "figure" crops up in these

sort of luminous ways for me. I no longer can take it for granted as a word
in a critical vocabulary; it seems like there's a lot that it's smuggling, like all

words smuggle something. But I'm wondering if-

EKS: Tell me about the luminosity.

MDS: It's a sort of oddness, insofar as when I read a sentence that has the
word "figure" in it, "figure" glows for me. Like some sort of stone. I'm trying
right now to figure out what figuring means, and that seems almost too cute

a queer formulation-tofigure it out. But that's OK; I'm OK for cute. I was
wondering if you have thoughts on figures of people as related to people,
because it seems like it's this attempt to pretend one can make a fast switch
from the aesthetic to the ontological and back again or something in the one

word "figure." Like, ta da, I did it, I reconciled it.

EKS: Well, I'm thinking in a couple of directions. One is that you've started
pushing toward questions of queer theory, but I don't seem to be in a

hurry to pick up on that term. Because as an author, or as a figure, a big
part of the reason to interview me in the first place, I guess, is that I helped
"figure" queer theory. Or some chunk of queer theory.Whereas, I don't sub-
jectively see myself that way.You know, I want to say, "As a person," but that's
a pretty naive formulation. But the question of what does this have to do

with queer theory isn't the first question I ask about things I'm thinking, at
this point in my life.

MDS: Frankly, I don't either. I feel burnt by it, and I feel disfigured by it
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insofar as it produces a set of expectations that as a teacher and as a writer I
don't necessarily deliver on. It's not my intention to, and it's not where my
set of delights lie. So I totally share that sense.

EKS: Anybody who has written stuff that people have read is a figure, is
doing that work of figuration. It can make a lot of things graphic: that this
thing I've done with pleasure and commitment is also labor, that it can pay
the milkman, that it's kind of funny, etc., etc. And that it can actually do work
in the world, work that one is glad to have set in motion. People read some-
thing and it may move them in particular directions even if one isn't, oneself,
standing behind it every second and urging it on-which is, of course, one
of the lovely things about writing. That whole status of author cum tiny
celebrity: it can stand so revealingly for the gay figuration process. And also
the fat thing-I mean, it stands for many processes of representation.

MDS: Oh that's interesting. One's figure. I hadn't thought of that.

EKS: I can't take credit for intending that particular joke.

MDS: It might be the hourglass figure, and then to think about how, and
this is going far beyond, say,Jenny Craig or Kirstie Alley onWeightwatchers
commercials or whatever, but what does it mean that figures are imagined
as markers of time. Like an hourglass figure describes a shape, but other
things would describe, say, an analogously voluptuous shape. Imagine that
you could actually turn an hourglass figure upside down and watch the
sands of some bombshell or something. That seems weird.

EKS: You'd have to imagine the silicone kind of dripping down through

your waist and attaching to your hips, and then you'd need to turn your-
self over to fill up your bust again.

MDS: Also, do you remember Days of Our Lives, that silly soap opera from
like the 70s and the 80s?

EKS: I haven't watched it.

MDS: My Mom used to watch when she ironed and that was Mommy and
Michael Time, but the opening for Days of Our Lives was an hourglass with
sand running through it against a blue background, and the voiceover was:
"Like the sands of an hourglass, these are the days of our lives." But the
hourglass also seemed to describe all the women on the show.
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EKS: I wasn't thinking of a figure in that sense. But just-

MDS: So many parentheticals.

EKS: Just the way that big bodies.. .well, I'm teaching Dickens currently,
and it's so graphic in Dickens how big people are people who contain, who
hog, the resources, and little people are people who've had the resources
whittled away from them and consumed by the big people.

MDS: Although, and I don't know Dickens that well at all, I'm sort of
thinking of Henry James, it seems like littleness could also stand in for par-
simony?

EKS:Yeah, it could. But anyway, the relation between the body and accu-
mulation seems very direct.Whereas now, you're much likelier to be fat if
you're poor than if you're rich-the figuration has gotten all turned
around.

Still, somewhere I have the sense of a big body as figuring plenitude and
lots to give--still something related to maternality. Either greed and
monopolizing resources, or just containing resources and having a lot to
give. I think the latter of those is a huge part of what I want for myself, and
at best, it constitutes my sense of myself. But the other side of that is, like
when I'm tired, as I am so often, there's the sense of-no more. I just can't,
you know: the supply is exhausted. The fear that I have no more ideas for
my students, no energy to give them.That's one of the axes one spins around
and around on.

MDS: The fear of the energy not refurbishing itself is such a real one.

EKS: And then, exhaustion comes so easily now. I haven't necessarily been
giving that much in any given class, any given day. Many times I'm sure I
have a preposterous notion of the significance or value of my activity.

MDS: I think of it almost as flipping an Open sign on a shop door. I'm
open, I shall if not give you everything and more, than I shall at very least
perform giving everything and more, and then I'm shut down. I'm a lamella
with my cocktail taking a nap and it's really radical. I'm trying to figure out
ways of modulating so it doesn't feel so Manichean, like I'm giving every-
thing and it's dazzling or overwhelming or saturating or wonderful, or I'm
giving nothing.
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EKS: Yeah, it's like potlatch open, potlatch over.

MDS: Go home.

EKS: There've got to be much more realistic ways of figuring one's inter-
actions. Or more flexibly descriptive ways of understanding them.

MDS: I wish I could be a student in one of your classes because like a lot

of people, I know you as a friend, and a dear one, and I know you through
your writings, but I'd love to see how you teach. Not like in a creepy, sur-
veillant kind of way-

EKS: No, no... I had a bad class last week, so I'm feeling dismayed about
that.

MDS: I understand that. Bad, as far as kids weren't talking?

EKS: No, I have terrific students this semester and they do talk. But in the
sense that I apparently had stuff I wanted to say, but in the way I envisioned

this class meeting, I didn't leave room to say it in an intelligible fashion. So
I was kind of blurting out bits of it, but at the same time not making room

for students to say what they were saying, nor to respond to what I was.

MDS: I hear that.

EKS: If you have a self-image, or one self-image, as somebody who, say, is
an analyst, who doesn't say a great deal but makes room for other people to-
that's liable to butt up against some pretty different truths about what one
actually brings to a class.

MDS: There was a poster outside one of my classrooms last Thursday for a
Buddhist lecture at Mount Holyoke, and the topic of the lecture was how
to produce stillness in the middle of a classroom, and I thought, Well, that's

the easiest thing in the world, on one level. I said to my kids, Ready, we're

going to produce stillness, and then I stopped talking and of course they
did, and we all stared at each other and I said, See? Doesn't that feel nice?

EKS: I'm a big believer in silences in classrooms. I find it helpful to explic-
itly tell people how much fun silence is. To me, the model for that comes

from good therapy (by which naturally I mean mine).When Shannon and

I got started, I would go in and feel so anxious and reproached, and when
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there was silence I would feel, Oh lord, it's my job to say something, but
what? I would try to marshal my thoughts before I went in: OK, what am
I going to say?

MDS: Right. I'm going to really collect myself beforehand, and formulate
some perfect nugget.

EKS: Absolutely. And I'd picture Shannon as being very impatient with me
until I got something uttered. Of course with the meter running the whole
time.

But then, somewhere along the line, I realized I never ended up talking
about what I had decided to. Which was great! I came to have a lot more
trust in the resilience of that inner supply. Really unexpected things would
pop up in my mind as I was waiting. I have the image of a lava lamp, one of
my most usable images of mind, of forms spontaneously arising simply
because it's their nature to do so. I think Shannon used the phrase "parallel
reverie"--that helped. It may have had something to do with his stomach
sounds, too, and I realized that this was a very nice bit of time that we spent
together being silent. Things would be processing, we'd both be digesting,
something would float to the surface, and it would be really interesting to
see what it was. A sense of playfulness about the silence, and great curiosity.
Far from dividing me from Shannon, it was-

MDS: It's such a trust. Like a sharing of outer electron valences, or something.

EKS: I try to tell my students something about that, because I think even
opening up to the existence of that companionable, highly speculative kind
of silence--it might make it truer that that is what silence feels like to them.

MDS: And also giving students a different way of recognizing their own
thinking. The pedagogical model that I was used to, say, as a student, was a
kind of rapid fire ricochet of thoughts, someone reads an analytical paper
in class, and there is a shooting up of hands. But I decided that I wanted to
extirpate that as a model of thinking from my class, so after response papers
I forced-it's funny how a peacefulness could be enforced-but I'd say,
Well, insofar as thoughts don't happen immediately, that's factitious,just sit
with the paper that's in front of you and think about it for a few minutes.
Let thoughts lava lamp. I love that image. I never thought of that.

EKS: To me it's a great image of the relation between emptiness and phe-
nomena, too. They're 60s kitsch, but then who knows how much of the
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inside of my brain is 60s kitsch? I've gotten a couple of them, but then after
a little while they stop working. I do love them. The shapes are always
changing and dividing and globbing together. And then things decompose
and that's still part of it.

MDS: I love seeing all of your James Merrill books. Do you have favorites
of his?

EKS: Favorites? Yeah. I love The Book of Ephraim. Some of the early lyrics
I really love. What's it called? "Prose of Departure." I love that one.

MDS: I really like The Seraglio, also.

EKS: [Laughs]

MDS: The castration scene-

EKS: Yeah, that's a pretty great scene. I haven't reread that in a long time. I
think I had a theory that the castration scene involved Henry James' style,
getting rid of Henry James' style. If I'm remembering rightly, it was more
about getting rid of the Jamesian singular point of view. After that climactic
chapter break, the point of view is suddenly much more diffuse.

MDS: It is interesting that desire and point of view would be sort of indis-
tinguishable from each other, like for the main-character guy. As though in
getting rid of erotic impulses, or making erotic impulses implausible or
nonexecutable or something, it produced something diffuse. I was always
surprised that the novel would end with the hide-and-seek game with the
little kids.

EKS: I'd forgotten even how it ended.

MDS: Are there kids in your life? Or, are there kids that you're attached to
at this point?

EKS: There are former kids. They do have this tendency to grow up.

MDS: Sometimes; ideally.

EKS: I do have a nephew who's nine.
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MDS: That's definitely a child.

EKS: I feel very close to him and think loads about him, although we've
never been geographically close enough to hang out together. I'm shy with
children, and in awe of them. But he is my brother's kid, and I'm very close
to my brother.

MDS: Is your little nephew a sensitivo?

EKS: Is he sensitivo? Well, it seems very strange to me, he's extremely sensi-

tivo in the sense of being attuned to other people's feelings and wanting
them to be happy. But he seems to be extraordinarily resilient and popular.

MDS: Weird.

EKS: It is weird. I don't know what will become of it. It's wonderful, but
I find myself feeling they must have some vitamin now that they didn't have
when we were growing up. I don't remember people like that.

MDS: When my sister was growing up-because she's only twenty now,
there's an eleven-year age difference-she was popular but I knew so well
the sort of phenomenology of unpopularity that I was always terrified that
her popularity would hit a snag or fall apart. Like had she simply been
unpopular, I would've been less nervous, I think. Totally popular. But also I,

for so long, I thought I wanted to have kids, and a few years ago I realized
that I don't want to have kids for all sorts of reasons. I can barely sustain a
partner, let alone a child.

EKS: No kidding.

MDS: But then I felt so comforted to think that I sort of raised my sister,
and that's sort of like having a kid. And I think doing that once is plenty.

EKS: Yeah, oh yeah. It sounds as though you did a good job.

MDS: Well, the popularity came from something else. She's darling.

EKS: I always knew I couldn't raise children. Partly it was some feeling that
probably rhymes with Lee Edelman's sense of"no future." I remember crys-

tallizing this in my mind, at a particular moment, in graduate school. I
remember just where I was in the walk back to my apartment. Maybe I'd
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been reading Cavafy? The phrase he quotes in Italian from Dante, "the great
refusal" somehow was in my head. I realized very suddenly that my lifelong
orientation toward not having children was a good form (for me) for the
great refusal. For all my palpable need to inhabit some kind of non-consent
to the world I was entering, still there were a lot of forms of the great
refusal-affective stances, or political ones-that I didn't see how I could live
with. And it also seemed that not procreating would continue to be enough
refusal: it satisfied some kind ofThoreauvian aesthetic of nonviolence, one I
still have, that values the elegance of a powerful negative act.

I was so intensely unhappy as a child-a lot of the time, not by any
means all the time. And at a basic level I couldn't blame it on anybody. I
couldn't say, when I have kids I'm not going to do X,Y, or Z, so it's going
to be totally different for them than it was for me. Humanly speaking, my
parents seemed to have done an awfully good job. But my sense of reproach
of them for having had me-that was so scouring!

MDS: How could somebody develop a child?

EKS: Oh yeah.

We should have some lunch. I'm a little hungry.

MDS: This is my dream: to have the tapes going as we're eating.

EKS: Munch, munch, munch, munch, munch. Maybe we should put one
of these over here, so my digestive sounds will register too.

MDS: We can compare noises. We're going to transcribe them. Munch.
"Munch" is fun, but can't we produce a more assiduous vocabulary of eating
sounds? What would you have to eat to make a munch sound?

EKS: A munchkin.

MDS: It's weird because crunchy things make a crunch sound, but there
aren't munchy things. Although soccer moms would probably talk about
munchies.

EKS: They were probably stoned to the gills in their formative years. If they
aren't still.
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MDS: Mary Louise Parker.

EKS: I love Mary Louise Parker. I watched the first season of Weeds, but by

the end of that, the whole set-up was so anxiety-provoking I had to stop.

It got very graphic in the finale of the first season, she was surrounded by

all these men-

MDS: All these guns.

EKS: -guys whom she had charmed individually into collaborating with

her. She seemed to feel confident that she could keep control, could manip-

ulate all of them at once, in spite of their very different interests. I really felt

that if she can do that then that's fairly repellent; and if she can't, that will be

really scary. I was threatened with a renegotiation of the generic contract.

But I'd liked liking her and having her safe, and didn't want to renegotiate.

At the moment I'm not watching anything. Which feels weird-just

Nefflix. And trying to work in the evenings.

MDS: Some of the things I like about living by myself at the Merrill
House, was that there was no time where I had to stop working and being

social or conjugal. Like if an idea took at say six-thirty, in the morning or

in the evening, then that's when it would be pursued and explored.

EKS: Or even three a.m.

MDS: Whenever.

EKS: I like that about semi-living alone.

MDS: That's sort of the life Winnicott and his wife had.

EKS: Really, what was his story?

MDS: His wife-I forget her name-wrote a preface of some sort for his

collected works, and she spends a lot of time in the preface talking about

how the strength of their marriage and their love for each other, not just

depended on, but required, this intense sort of autonomy.

EKS: Sure makes sense to me.
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MDS: I want to say for the record, I know I've said it over e-mails, but you

really do look like Barbara Stanwyck.

EKS: Thank you. What a wonderful thing to say.

MDS: You've never thought of that?

EKS: Yeah, I've wondered sometimes. Qua Jewish girl. I do love her. And,

you know, what with her being the Lady Eve.

MDS: Are you doing your craft stuff these days?You had a whole bunch of

the text things at the Hopkins exhibit.They're so beautiful. I forget, are they

lines from Proust?

EKS: Some of them, and I've done an entire Proust show since then. I did

a group of Proust lectures at Harvard two years ago, along with a show called

"Works in Fiber, Paper, and Proust."

MDS: Lucky Harvard. I'm still wondering about the Proust and weather

thing.

EKS: Well, I am too. More and more texts seem to be sticking to it. I'm

working on some Cavafy writing toward that book, about queer little gods.

I finally remembered that Cavafy's where my sense of queer little gods

comes from.

MDS: Queer little gods? What's your sense of queer little gods?

EKS: I think both Cavafy and Proust were really, really enabled by being

able to imagine, or recollect, a whole range of ontologically intermediate

figures that are somewhat superhuman-on the continuum between

humans and gods they're more like gods. But still they're not omnipotent,

not omnipresent, not universal.

MDS: It seems sort of like Roman household gods.

EKS: Exactly.

MDS: Loving little guys.

EKS: Tutelary, yeah, protective. Though they might also be demonic, like
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djinns, or at least resentful, like genii. The Cavafy poem-would you mind
reaching me that Cavafy?-I'd been writing about these beings in Proust,
but I realized, belatedly, that my sense of intimacy with these intermediate
beings had largely come to me from an early poem of Cavafy's called "The
Footsteps."

Eagles of coral
adorn the ebony bed
where Nero lies fast asleep-
callous, peaceful, happy,
in the prime of his body's strength,
in the fine vigor of youth.

But in the alabaster hall that holds
the ancient shrine of the Aenobarbi
how restless the household gods!
They tremble, the little Lares
and try to hide their insignificant bodies.
They've heard a terrible sound,
a deadly sound coming up the staircase,
iron footsteps that shake the staircase;
and now, faint with fear, the miserable Lares
scramble to the back of the shrine,
shoving each other and stumbling,
one little god falling over another,
because they know what kind of sound that is,
know by now the footsteps of the Furies.

MDS: So there are little gods throughout Cavafy?

EKS: Oh, yeah. He's also interested in the kind of diasporic overlap of
Christianity and paganism, in late antiquity. So monotheists and polytheists
are always viewing each other's gods and rites, and there's this sense-

MDS: I never think of Christianity when I read Cavafy.

EKS: He writes about it a fair amount in his historical poems. Pagan youths
going to Christian funerals for their Christian youth friends.

MDS: Queer little gods make things like say, Jesus, or Mary...

EKS: Oh, Catholicism is very queer-little-gods.

MDS: At their best. My favorite version of Mary I've ever seen was a devo-
tional sculpture to Mary in a little chapel on an island off of Stonington,
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called Anders Island, and the Mary is made out of these weird chips of

incredibly tacky colored mica. She looks sort of like a fantastic 1950s bowl-

ing ball. Bowling Ball Mary.

EKS: I'll always think of her that way, a fantastically colored 50s bowling

ball .... That is the feel of a lot of Catholicism. It's hard not to love it, if you

don't have to be brought up in it. Or find a place in the institutions.

MDS: I'm trying to think of where queer little gods show up in Proust, or

what queer little gods look like.

EKS: Well, they're all over the place. It's what I was talking about in the

"Weather in Proust" lectures: the dozens, scores of miscellaneous beings,

tutelary spirits, and what seemed like the most conventional, casual French

literary invocations of nymphs and dryads. But among them, they actually

generate this world that's so filled with life-both internal to characters but

also all around them.

MDS: I'm excited to go back to Proust and look for gods because you're

right about the idea about the world taking care of you, or these things in

the world that are there to take care of you and make it safer. Seems like

such a nice thing, one, to think about and believe in, and then, to find in

writers one has already admired for so many other reasons.

EKS: That's how I was reading Villette this time, of all books, reading it for

my class, and realizing that it probably needs to be in this book I'm work-
ing on too. It's so ostentatiously Protestant, but Lucy Snowe is constantly

splitting off these half-personified, larger-than-life abstractions and pitting

them against each other.That's why the novel needs the Catholicism.Just to

populate the universe-because actually the Protestantism (which isn't even

properly Protestant, because it's so nihilistic) just has no comfort. No life. It's

very sublime, but it doesn't offer any relation to the world, to the universe.

MDS: It's sort of like the transitional objects in Winnicott.

EKS: Yeah, that novel definitely hungers for transitional objects, but also

internal objects. One of the things that's so interesting about the little gods

is that you can fit them inside you and have them outside, both a content

and a nimbus or aegis, and yet that's not really a conflict.
Twenty-one times-I counted them-Lucy Snowe refers to M. Paul as

a "little man." It's really important to her that he's a homunculus. And that
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sort of means he's not phallic, like Big John. Though he is kind of penile.

MDS: He's penile about being phallic.

EKS: You can kind of slip him in. Or, hold him close.

MDS: He's not going to thrust around, he's just sort of being there.

EKS: Or feed him, or kind of restore him. Repair him. She can actually,
directly make him miserable or happy, which she certainly can't do with
John Bretton.

MDS: The idea of having an object that one can reliably form and nurture,
even as it's reciprocal. Because so often one's nurturing can backfire, say, but
it's nice to think there's... sort of like having a cat or a dog. One can take
care of them in a more or less nonproblematic way.

EKS: But M. Paul is exciting too, because he can turn against her-though
not with any kind of paternal authority, or at least none that's meaningful
to her. He can irritate her, which is clearly what makes the world go round.

MDS: Which makes them queer. And which makes them adorable. And
maybe part of that is just the narcissism of my thinking that my being irritat-
ing is sometimes potentially adorable.There are versions of being irritating
which I like to think are cute.

EKS: Even when they're not cute, it makes relation. Makes texture.

MDS: I love that in Catholicism you can bury your little gods and it's a
totally nonfunereal version of burial, it's less that they've died, because
they're little gods, but it's as though they have to do their work underground
for some reason. I've never quite understood that. The underground St.
Anthony versus the Anthony venerated on an altar.

EKS: I haven't run into that.

MDS: I think St. Anthony is the saint one buries if one is trying to sell one's
home, and he'll only work if you bury him.You need to bury him in your
yard and it will somehow attract buyers. But it's as though the powers get
released in the burial.
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EKS: That's great.

MDS: It's kooky. It seems like everyone is more superstitious than they

would ever admit to actually being.

EKS: Probably. Superstitions aren't that different from habits. A lot of

superstitions are just things you do, I mean, not things you think about or

particularly endorse. Like: "Well sure, I honk the horn when I drive by a

cemetery at night." That was my driver in Bali.

MDS: When were you in Bali?

EKS: A couple years ago.

MDS: That must have been amazing.

EKS: So amazing. People worked hard, but they also spent an extravagant

proportion of their time on aesthetic work and spiritual work. Especially

great if you're fascinated by little gods.

MDS: Are there little goddesses too? Like the nymphs?

EKS: Yes.There are also lots of ontologically intermediate beings that don't

seem to have gender, you know, like banyan trees.

MDS: They don't seem gendered to me.

EKS: That's one of the wonderful things about Tibetan Buddhism, too.

There's this kind of crystalline, limpid version that the Dalai Lama shows to

outsiders, which is very beautiful.You know: "My religion is kindness." But

then there's this infinite-seeming tangle of extremely local critters and spirits

and stuff.
And then there's this other infinite tangle, in some relation to that tangle,

of scholiasts, of very, very detailed and highly, highly intellectualized theol-

ogy, always in conflicting schools. Generation on generation of dharma

debate-and of course, to each lineage its own textiles. Hats are very impor-

tant in it all .... The pellucid part of tantric Buddhism is barely theistic at

all, and the practice part is so pagan it makes for hilarity. And yet, while I

have this fascination with paganism in Western writing, I haven't managed

to get engaged yet by any of the minutiae, the detail of Tibetan Buddhism.
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MDS: In terms of the second rooster or the third rooster?

EKS: In terms of either the conflictual theological versions, or the speci-
ficities of local manifestations. Maybe it would get too close-up. I get so
very much from, and I guess you could say believe, what I understand to
be some of the framing assumptions, the way the Dalai Lama or say Sogyal
Rimpoche interpret them for people who aren'tTibetan. It's crucial to have
these formulations in my life; they couldn't be realer. Still it seems as though
if I got involved with the minutiae, I'd have to make choices I don't know
how to make, and "take the observance seriously" in a very different, so far
actually unimaginable kind of way.

It seems to me, it's like any religion, there's a huge split between what it
says and what it does. On the one hand I could write that essay on Buddhist
pedagogy, how the ideals of Buddhism involve these wonderful pedagogies.

MDS: I love your pointing to the moon moment.

EKS: Thanks. But if you look at the way Tibetan Buddhist material actually
gets taught-well, you essentially memorize an enormous load of material
over years and years and years.

MDS: Which sounds like medical school or something.

EKS: And their idea of a great mnemonic is a number! So there's the five
aggregates, ten levels of Bodhisattva enlightenment, or the sixty-two wrong
views of selfhood .... In fact, in the backs of Buddhist books for westerners,
they'll have an alphabetical glossary of what the specialized terms mean,
what the Sanskrit or Pali or Tibetan words mean-then in addition they'll
have a separate numerical index to unpack all those lists.

MDS: Like the back of the Dickinson volume, getting them by the numbers.

EKS: Exactly! Now to me, a number that's higher than three does not count
as a mnemonic. A friend of mine had a boyfriend from Thailand who,
halfway through, stopped being educated by Buddhist monks and started
being educated by Evangelical missionaries. To him, Christianity meant his
first sense of liberation and flexibility.

MDS: That's incredible.

EKS: But leaving aside the actual traditions of pedagogy, the things the
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Buddha tells you are pedagogically thrilling. Don't take my teaching pas-

sively, don't believe it because I say so, test out every bit of it. So far so

Socratic. But then basically, learn to be very focused but also open to every

level of phenomena. There's the emphasis on how each person has their
own path to enlightenment.

MDS: At its broadest, it just seems really good advice.

EKS: It seems very much about-well, about self-knowledge, and not setting

out to standardize a path to understanding. Respecting and being very open

to the individual mind, however impermanent it may be.

Isn't it true about getting involved with any religion? Its ideals and its

practices can seem almost mutually exclusive.

MDS: Again, I'm thinking about the figure-space question and not needing
to choose, I don't quite yet see, again, the reconciliation between the respect

for an individual mind and the generous giving up of one's individual mind,

that's just kind of a hydraulic flux?

EKS: This may be more of a Taoist aesthetic that finds its way into

Buddhism, but I'd value a sense of nonresistance here.. .that the point is

not about shattering a self or combating a self. Because if the self is only a

phenomenon that arises, then you can just be with it and see what it does

and be interested it, but not invest in it as something permanent. Or again,

go back to the image of the space in which these things can happen: don't

assume that they take up that whole space, because they truly can't.

MDS: To realize that not evaluating this self as a permanence doesn't at all
rule out the great love and value for it: that's helpful for me.

EKS: A self isn't a deontological urgency. It's just a perception. The question
is not what must I do with it, it's just what do I do? What happens?

MDS: As though everything is sort of incidental, and its being incidental
doesn't rule out its being interesting.

EKS: Or it might be moving in a productive, beautiful direction, but it still

doesn't constitute the full space of the mind. I have trouble with a kind of

meditation you're often instructed to do, where if a thought comes to you,

just label it a thought and send it on its way. I love thinking thoughts. And
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I don't want to send them on their way. I'm fond of them and, especially,
interested in them.

MDS: And they're not at odds with a kind of peacefulness necessarily,
because that would make peacefulness itself feel so vitreous and alarmist.

EKS: I don't have too much patience for that. Then of course there are
thoughts that want to take over your whole being.

MDS: Naming it and sending it on its way isn't going to get rid of those
thoughts.

EKS: I was just thinking last night about my experience of depression: the
kind of almost aggressive despondency that certain subjects fill one with. I
don't know how to deal with those. Except to work with a cartographic
sense of, okay, that's one place among other places.

MDS: Patience with that sort of thing seems almost like, if not the flip-
side, then some kind of mean cousin of, not knowing if there will be more
energy after one has given and given and given: the fear that maybe that was
it, and one doesn't have advance notice of its being it.Whereas with depres-
sion, maybe I can be patient, but what if this one really does last forever.
What if patience won't help through this one or won't acclimate oneself to
it in a way that feels if not productive, then slightly less corroding.

EKS: I used to feel really dangerous when I was depressed. I'm very grateful
not to feel that anymore.

MDS: I only felt dangerous when I felt sort of hypomanic, because depres-
siveness for me was a kind of Darwinian sense of I'm incapable of doing
nothing, whereas the hypomania thing felt like capability, which felt dan-
gerous. I felt like depressiveness pulled the plugs and cut the cords in some
kind of preservationist impulse, not that having no cords felt good or no
strings in the marionette, but better no strings in the marionette than the
strings that the marionette can do something with.

EKS: I had this nihilistic vision-it seemed very clear-that I experienced
very aggressively.

MDS: When was this? A while ago?
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EKS:Yeah. Up until I was maybe twenty-five. I felt very aggressively that I
had to show other people how empty of value life was, or the universe. And
yet I was afraid that I would make it so clear, that I'd be such an effective

teacher, that eventually they would be in my situation, and that would be
awful. The sense that not only did I need to protect myself from me, but I
needed to protect everyone else from me.

MDS: That one would fear one's own persuasiveness. Or on the flipside, be
grateful for one's lack of persuasiveness, for there are so few occasions for
that.

EKS: Mostly now I'm grateful for antidepressants. And for various maturing
processes.

MDS: I'm still stuck on, and I think it's one of the reasons why as soon as
I have lots of money and lots of time I can go back into analysis, so maybe
never, but the way in which, when before I came out, the narrative I told
myself was, well, when I come out to myself, to friends, to my parents, I'll
be self-actualized and I'll be the person I was meant to be, and when I came
out, none of those things happened. Why would they have? And it's as

though I'm no longer having the narrative of "When this happens, then
things will change'" it's like that's when depression entered my life as a
replacement for the closet, so the new narrative was, "Once I'm no longer
depressed, I'll be self-actualized and be the person I was meant to be," etc.

What's really strange is in the past few years I have been depressed about
my neck, but it's not the object of depression that you're describing, which
is what I experienced before the neck became the real issue, which is to say
it feels like Russian nesting dolls. Now the narrative is, "Once my neck is
fixed then I'll be the person I was meant to be, etc." It's like each problem
gets resolved in some fashion, gets replaced with a slightly larger version of
it with a stupidly identical vocabulary. It's so interesting and irritating how
uncreative one's own internal vocabularies can be.

EKS: Oh god, yes. [Laughs] It's really humbling.

MDS: Such a limiting sense of grammar. It's like an off-Broadway show
that has to make use of the same cardboard tree for every single scene.

EKS: Yup. Do just plain painkillers not do it for you, or do they make you
feel too loopy?
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MDS: They do absolutely nothing, and that's what makes me,... I've always
believed that there's a psychical component to it, and it would be funny if
it weren't so unfunny, is that if it didn't have a psychical component from
the outset of course it does eventually.

EKS: Well of course it would generate one.

MDS: I've been on a lot of painkillers that are given to cancer patients, and
they don't do a lick. They make me tired, but they don't touch the pain at
all. It's so frustrating that muscle relaxants work so systemically.

EKS: They go straight to your central nervous system.

MDS: But it likes baths, and it likes its ice packs. I feel like I'm describing
a difficult child to its babysitter.

EKS: Likes its peanut butter and jelly...

MDS: Has to go to bed at seven-thirty...

EKS: Likes to have a story read to it...

MDS: Is scared of the dog...

EKS: That's why we got the dog.
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